Stave Falls
Power and Place
Power Smart for Schools
Post-trip activities

Activity 1: A day in the life
D U R AT I O N
60 minutes
OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
○○ use their imagination and recollection to write a “day in the life” story
○○ create an inventory of their electricity use during a typical day
○○ critically evaluate their energy use and consider ways to reduce and conserve
M AT E R I A L S
○○ Stave Falls timeline (page 4)
P R E PA R AT I O N
○○ Have an electronic version, or paper copies, of the timeline available for students to refer to.
FRAMING THE CONTENT
○○ Visiting the Powerhouse at Stave Falls can feel as if one has travelled back in time to the early part
of the last century. Certainly, much has changed in the way children and adults live today due to
dramatic shifts in our society’s knowledge, technology and values. Focusing on the history of Stave
Falls and hydroelectric generation is an opportunity to examine the changes that have occurred and to
see electricity in a new way.
○○ This new knowledge will add to students’ ability to look at the challenges facing energy decisions in
the future.
INSTRUCTIONS
Introduction
○○ As an introduction, tell students they will be using their experiences at the Powerhouse at Stave Falls
to look at how energy use has changed over time and to examine their own electricity use.
Reviewing the Stave Falls timeline as a class may be helpful.
○○ Have students think (individually, in small groups, or as a class) about all of the ways that they use
electricity each day from the time they wake up until they go to bed. Have each student make a list of
the electronic devices and appliances that they use daily.
○○ As a class, discuss the devices and appliances that may have been available in 1910, and what people
living in 1910 would have used instead of what we use today.
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○○ After students have made their lists, write the following headings on the board: food preparation,
heating, lighting, entertainment, communication, recreation, transportation and school.
○○ Ask students if there are additional areas related to daily energy use that should be added.
○○ Explain that these headings serve as prompts to help them shape a creative writing piece that they
will be doing.
A day in the life
○○ Tell students they will be writing about a day in the life of a student. Assign half of the class to write
about a present-day student’s life, and the other half to write about what a day might have been like
for a student living in Stave Falls in 1910.
○○ Provide enough time for students to prepare a rough draft, following the writing process they are
already familiar with.
Two stars and a wish
○○ Have each student partner with another student who has written about the alternate time period.
○○ Have each student read aloud or exchange his or her story with the other. If appropriate, suggest that
students give feedback to each other using a procedure they are already familiar with, or suggest
Two stars and a wish:
○○

After reading a peer’s work, students identify two things they liked (the stars) and one suggestion
for the next draft (the wish).

○○ If time allows, ask volunteers to share their stories. Include at least one from each era.
Conser vation commitments
○○ Have students return to their lists of electrical devices and appliances and ask students to rank the top
three or five devices that they believe they could not live without or that they use most frequently.
○○ Invite students to suggest which devices they could reduce the use of and challenge them to commit
to using less of those devices for a certain number of days.
○○ Check in with the class throughout and at end of the commitment period to learn about their
experiences.
AS S E S S M E N T
○○ Assess students’ writing based on a grade appropriate rubric.
○○ Assess students’ partner work and feedback, focusing on effort, thoughtfulness and participation.
EXTENSIONS
○○ Have students create a Venn diagram after they have exchanged their stories to compare the time
periods and identify similarities and differences related to electricity use.
○○ Have students revise their draft writings into polished pieces using a familiar writing process.
○○ Discuss with the class what they hope the future of electronics and appliance use might look like and
how students of the future will conserve power.
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Stave Falls timeline
1.

1792:

Captain George Vancouver enters Burrard Inlet

2. 1808: Simon Fraser navigates the river that later bears his name
3. 1821:

Electric motor invented

4. 1827:

Hudson’s Bay Company builds Fort Langley on the Fraser River

5. 1867:

Canada enters Confederation with four provinces

6. 1871:

British Columbia becomes a province

7.

1880: Light bulb is patented by Thomas Edison

8. 1885:

“The Last Spike” completes the Canadian Pacific Railway

9. 1886:

Gasoline engine invented

10. 1893:

Radio invented

11. 1897:

Klondike Gold Rush begins

12. 1907: Building of Powerhouse at Stave Falls begins, washing machine invented
13. 1912:

Stave Falls generates electricity for public use

14. 1914—1918: World War I
15. 1916:

Canadian women given right to vote

16. 1930s: The Great Depression
17. 1939—1945: World War II
18. 1962:

BC Hydro created

19. 1969:

NASA lands on the Moon

20. 1973:

Personal computer invented

21. 1977:

Cell phone invented

22. 1983:

Hayward Lake Recreation Area opens. Internet invented

23. 1999:

New Stave Falls powerhouse comes into service

24. 2000: Original Stave Falls plant shuts down
25. 2001: New Stave Falls Visitor Centre opens
26. 2010: Vancouver Winter Olympic Games
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Activity 2: and…action!
D U R AT I O N
30 minutes
OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
○○ demonstrate their understanding of the process of hydroelectricity generation and the hydrologic
cycle through drama exercises
M AT E R I A L S
○○ Hydroelectric generation (page 8)
○○ Hydrologic cycle (page 9)
○○ Drama assessment rubric (page 10)
○○ Drama warm-ups
P R E PA R AT I O N
○○ Decide whether or not students will be demonstrating both processes.
○○ Have copies of Hydroelectric Generation and Hydrologic Cycle available for groups of students, or
alternatively, project the images for the class.
INSTRUCTIONS
Drama warm-ups
○○ Explain to the class that there are many ways to learn and develop understanding of an idea. Ask for
examples from their own experiences. (They may mention reading, drawing, teaching, listening to a
teacher, doing, observing a demonstration, etc.)
○○ Explain that the class is going to reinforce the learning of two concepts through drama or acting out
using their bodies.
○○ Review hydroelectric generation and the hydrologic cycle by discussing and looking at the
diagrams of each.
○○ Use the Drama warm-ups to allow students to feel comfortable representing a process with
physical action.
○○ Arrange students into groups of four to six.
○○ Remind students to think about their trip to Stave Falls, and to incorporate what they remember
seeing and hearing while on the field trip.
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○○ Review the guidelines with the students:
○○

Groups are to create a performance that will explain one of the processes (hydroelectric
generation or hydrologic cycle).

○○

Groups have five to seven minutes to develop their performance.

○○

All students need to have an active role in the performance.

○○

Motion and sound need to be part of each stage of the process/performance, but there is to be
no speaking.

○○

Performances should not exceed one minute.

○○

Be respectful of others and yourself.

○○

The end of the performance is signalled by an actor saying “The end, thank you very much” and
the audience giving polite applause.

PRESENT THE SKITS
○○ Hand out copies of Drama assessment rubric to each group before the presentations so students
know what is expected of them.
○○ Create a “stage area” and allow the performances to begin.
○○ Encourage feedback from the audience to identify parts that were well-executed, or to ask questions.
○○ After the performances, ask students to discuss the following questions and share their answers
with the group, or alternatively, present the questions for students to answer individually, as a written
reflection of the activity:
○○

How are the two processes similar and different?

○○

What stage of the process has the most action or requires the most energy?

○○

Which part of the process might be the quietest? The loudest?

○○

Was this a helpful way to learn for you? Why or why not?

○○

Optional: Class may vote for the group that best explained the process, had most energy/
participation, or best followed the guidelines.

AS S E S S M E N T
○○ Use the Drama assessment rubric to assess the students’ participation in the performances.
○○ Provide the Drama assessment rubric for students to self-assess.
EXTENSIONS
○○ Invite students to suggest (or brainstorm as a class) other methods (e.g., drawing a storyboard,
creating an animation, writing a song) that explain one of the processes or a related process in a
different way.
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Drama warm-ups
R A I N S TO R M
Description: The entire class follows the teacher’s actions to make the sound of a passing thunderstorm.
○○ The class forms a circle with teacher in the centre.
○○ The teacher faces each student in the circle in turn, doing one of the actions below. Students copy the
teacher’s action until the teacher circles around again with a new action.
○○ Order of actions: fast hand rubbing, two finger clapping, finger snapping, thigh slapping, foot
stomping. Then reverse and fade out.
S TAT U E
Description: Small groups of three to five students improvise a scene following the lead of the first student.
○○ The first student enters the performance area and becomes a statue of any object, stating “I am a…”
(e.g., tree).
○○ The next student joins the first and becomes a related object, stating his or her role (e.g., “I am a
squirrel sitting at the base of the tree”) and acts appropriately.
○○ Action continues until all players are a part of the scene.
○○ Students can take turns setting the scene as the first actor.
MIRROR
Description: Students observe and mimic each other’s actions in a short, silent activity.
○○ Students form pairs.
○○ Students play rock/paper/scissors to decide who goes first.
○○ The first student stays in place and makes small, slow gestures using any body part including facial
features.
○○ The second student “mirrors” the partner as closely as possible.
○○ Larger and faster movements may be encouraged if students are inclined.
○○ After two, students switch places.
M U S I C B OX
Description: The entire class creates a cacophony of sound by individually making their own and adding to the
group’s “music.”
○○ The class forms a circle.
○○ The teacher chooses someone (or asks for a volunteer) to make the first sound and continue to repeat
it for the duration.
○○ The next student makes a different sound, adding to the first, including facial features.
○○ Each student adds a sound to the others.
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Hydroelectic generation

How does a hydroelectric dam work?
○○ Water falls on mountains as rain or snow.
○○ A dam stops/slows the flow of a river to create a reservoir.
○○ The reservoir is filled.
○○ Water enters intake and flows downhill in penstocks.
○○ The turbines inside the powerhouse are turned by force of falling water.
○○ Electrical charge is created.
○○ Transformers change electricity from low to high voltage.
○○ Electricity travels along transmission lines to substations and distribution lines so that it can be used.
Note: the moving water make the turbines spin; then the water continues to flow through the dam and down
the river. Hydroelectricity is renewable, because the energy from the water is used, but no water is ever
removed from the natural hydrologic cycle (water cycle). Hydroelectricity is clean, because the water is not
polluted as it moves through the turbines.
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Hydrologic cycle

H Y D R O LO G I C C YC L E
1. Precipitation (water falling to the earth as rain or snow)
2. Ground water or run-off (water that has been absorbed by the soil or funnelled into rivers or creeks)
3. Evaporation (water changing from liquid to gas form due to heat from the sun) Transpiration (water
changing directly to vapor (gas) from plants)
4. Condensation (cooling of water vapour into cloud)
5. Transportation (water vapour moving from one place to another)
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Drama assessment rubric
Name:

Date:

Level of achievement

Criteria

Beginning

Developing

Listening
○○ listened to and followed
teacher instructions
○○ listened to other group
members
○○ allowed all ideas to be heard
Participation
○○ got involved
○○ gave best effort
○○ encouraged others
Understanding
○○ demonstrated the process
clearly
○○ asked questions for
clarification if necessary
○○ stayed within the time limit
Cooperation
○○ offered ideas and listened to
others
○○ provided positive feedback
○○ compromised when
necessary
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Capable

Powerful

Activity 3: Where do you stand?
D U R AT I O N
30 minutes
OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
○○ define the terms natural resource, renewable resource and non-renewable resource
○○ classify resources and products in categories of renewable and non-renewable
○○ name daily actions that may help to conserve resources
M AT E R I A L S
○○ computer and projector
○○ Hydro power: Thinking of our future (page 13)
○○ Where do you stand? statements (page 14)
P R E PA R AT I O N
○○ Set up computer and projector to display Hydro power: Thinking of our future and the Where do
you stand? statements, or have copies ready to hand out to students.
FRAMING THE CONTENT
○○ This activity presents conservation statements for students to respond to and reflect upon.
INSTRUCTIONS
Hydroelectricity and conser vation
○○ Write the following words and definitions on the board: natural resource, renewable resource and
non-renewable resource (see below for definitions).
○○ Use projector to display Hydro power: Thinking of our future and read aloud or hand it out for
students to read silently.
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W H E R E D O YO U S TA N D?
○○ Draw a line down the middle of the board and write “agree” and “disagree” on either side.
○○ Tell the class that you will read a number of statements related to resources and their use.
○○ Ask students to move to one side of the line or the other to show if they agree or disagree.
○○ Let students know that they will be expected to explain their decision if called upon and may change
their position once new information is made available.
○○ Ask students to stand up and be ready to respond to the Where do you stand? statements.
○○ Tell students that it is important for them to think independently and not simply follow others. Also,
they should refer to the definitions on the board to help guide their decisions.
○○ Use student responses to guide discussions about some of the statements.
○○ Allow students who answer in the minority to have the opportunity to explain their thinking and hear
from the other side.
○○ After discussing, allow students the option to change their mind.
REFLECTION
○○ Show the list of statements to the students.
○○ Have students choose one statement and write a response that explains their opinions about the
statement, and what is important about the statement.
○○ Use familiar writing processes or suggest students consider using who, what, when, where, why and
how questions to guide their responses and add details to their writing.
AS S E S S M E N T
○○ Assess students’ participation in the activity.
○○ Assess students’ responses for grade-appropriate writing conventions and thoughtfulness
EXTENSIONS
○○ Follow up the activity with a free-writing piece. Have students write everything they know about the
word conservation.
○○ Discuss with the class, “What does it mean to stand up for what you believe”?
○○ Introduce and explore the concept of sustainability.
DEFINITIONS
Natural resource: a material or type of energy provided by the Earth
Renewable: replenished or replaced by natural processes or not diminished by use — for example, solar, wind,
tide, geothermal, biofuel and hydro
Non-renewable: cannot be replaced once used
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Hydro power: Thinking of our future
Following your trip to the Powerhouse at Stave Falls, you now know how most of B.C.’s electricity
is produced.
Hydroelectricity:
A renewable source of energy
made by the force of moving
or falling water

Conservation:
The protection and
preservation of a valuable
thing for future use

However, you may be surprised to learn that the method for producing
electricity varies around the world.
Everywhere on our planet, electricity is created by using the Earth’s
natural resources and converting them into electric power. Some of the
resources used are renewable; that is, the Earth replenishes or replaces
them even after they are used. Solar, wind, tidal, geothermal and bio-fuel
are examples of renewable resources.
Resources that we use that cannot be replaced are called nonrenewable. Examples include fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas,
and uranium used for nuclear power.

As long as enough water continues to flow, hydroelectricity can be produced as a clean energy source. During
the electricity generation process, water moves through a turbine to produce electricity, then continues
to flow down the river, so it doesn’t leave the water cycle (and doesn’t get used up). In this province, BC
Hydro produces the electricity that most people use. BC Hydro carefully looks at the impacts of generating
electricity and plans for a future with more green energy in the electric system.
For all of us, being aware of our energy use, using only what we need and using our energy wisely will help to
conserve all resources for future generations. It is the actions that we take today that matter most.
In the activity Where Do You Stand? you and your classmates have the opportunity to look at your thinking
and actions about resource conservation. Hopefully you will be reminded of the ways you are already helping
to save resources and making a difference with your daily choices.
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Where do you stand? statements
1.

I use natural resources every day.

2. I need natural resources to survive.
3. Carpooling, walking or cycling to school saves natural resources.
4. Coal and fossil fuels are renewable resources.
5. Wearing a sweater and turning down the heat conserve energy.
6. I know why I should turn the tap off while I brush my teeth.
7.

Of the 3 Rs, reducing is the hardest.

8. Most of the electricity in B.C. comes from hydroelectricity.
9. Wind, tidal and solar power are examples of renewable resources.
10. I took an action today to conserve a natural resource.
11. Everything I use comes from the Earth.
12. Conserving resources is hard to do.
13. Hydroelectricity is a renewable energy source.
14. Fish are a non-renewable resource.
15. Technology can solve our environmental challenges.
16. My conservation actions can make a difference.
17. I will share what I know about conservation with others.
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